PROGRAMACIÓN DEL PRIMER CURSO DEL NIVEL INTERMEDIO B2 (B2.1)
A. CONTENIDOS GRAMATICALES ESPECÍFICOS
The Passive
-

Causative have
Passive reporting structures: It is said/ thought… that…
Subject+ Passive+ reporting verb

Present Tenses
-

Simple vs Continous
Stative verbs

Questions
-

Subject questions
Indirect questions

Present Perfect simple and continuous
Narrative Tenses
-

Past Perfect simple
Past Simple
Past Continuous

Modal verbs
-

Obligation: present and past
Deduction
Advice
Regret or criticism

Conditional Sentences
-

Zero, first, second, third and mixed
Unless

Revision of use of articles
Reported speech
-

All tenses
Most common reporting verbs & patterns

Quantifiers
-

Used with countable and uncountable nouns
Little/ a little, few/ a few
Too
Plenty of …

-ing form and infinitive
-

After certain verbs
After certain verbs with a difference in meaning: stop, remember,forget, try
–ing after prepositions
–ing as a subject or object
To express purpose

Making comparisons
-

as+adjective+as
So and Such

Be/ get used to vs used to
-

Present habits
Past habits

Relative clauses
-

Defining relative clauses
Non-defining relative clauses
Prepositions in relative clauses: position

Future forms
-

Be going to+ infinitive
will/ won’t, will probably
may/ might.
Be due to, be about to, be likely to, be bound to

Wishes and regrets
-

Wish and if only

B. TEMPORALIZACIÓN
Primer cuatrimestre









The Passive: Causative have, Passive reporting structures: It is said/ thought…
that…,Subject+ Passive+ reporting verb
Present Tenses: Simple vs Continous, Stative verbs
Questions : Subject questions, Indirect questions
Present Perfect simple and continuous
Narrative Tenses: Past Perfect simple, Past Simple, Past Continuous
Modal verbs: Obligation: present and past ,Deduction, Advice, Regret or criticism
Conditional Sentences :Zero, first, second, third and mixed, Unless
Revision of use of articles



Reported speech: All tenses, most common reporting verbs & patterns

Segundo cuatrimestre








Quantifiers:Used with countable and uncountable nouns, Little/ a little, few/ a few
,Too , plenty of
-ing form and infinitive: After certain verbs after certain verbs with a difference in
meaning: stop, remember,forget, tr,–ing after prepositions, –ing as a subject or object,
to express purpose
Making comparisons: as+adjective+as, So and Such
Be/ get used to vs used to: Present habits, Past habits
Relative clauses: Defining relative clauses, Non-defining relative clauses Prepositions in
relative clauses: position
Future forms : Be going to+ infinitive, will/ won’t, will probably, may/ might, Be due to,
be about to, be likely to, be bound to.
Wishes and regrets: wish and if only

